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ROCKY Mountaineer has
revealed a staggering 80% of
its guests from Australia pair
the iconic train journey with an
Alaska cruise.
Amber Wilson, Regional Director
of Sales, Australia and New
Zealand for Rocky Mountaineer
put the high number of travellers
combining cruise and rail down to
the spectacular scenery that both
journeys can offer.
“The snow-capped mountain
peaks of the Canadian Rockies
and the glacier fjords in Alaska
complement each other to create
an epic experience in what is one
of the most rugged and beautiful
regions of the world.
“For many people, visiting
Western Canada is a trip of a
lifetime and combining Rocky
Mountaineer with an Alaska
cruise is the ultimate once-in-a-

lifetime experience,” Wilson said.
Rocky Mountaineer is a luxury
train with glass-domed carriages
that travels across four rail
routes through Western Canada,
between Seattle and Vancouver
to Jasper, Banff and Lake Louise in
the Canadian Rockies.
For more info, CLICK HERE.

Road, rail & sail with Rocky
ROCKY Mountaineer has
introduced a range of new
self-drive packages which,
when combined with an Alaska
cruise, offer clients the unique
opportunity to explore Western
Canada by sea, rail and road.
For the 2019 season, the
company has launched three
new packages that incorporate
two days travelling on the train
between Vancouver and Banff
and three days of car hire in the
Canadian Rockies.
These packages allow clients to

Book now for free perks
RAIL operator Rocky
Mountaineer is offering its
largest promotion of the year
for 2020 season bookings, with
up to four free items on offer.
The Unforgettable 4 offer
provides travellers with up to
four items for free, valued at up
to $1,000 per couple.

The perks are available on
packages of eight days or more.
The four free items include
two hotel nights, a transfer and
a dinner.
Agents should book their
clients soon to make the most
of this offer, which is available
until 31 Aug.

enjoy the breathtaking scenery,
storytelling and commentary, and
world class cuisine on the train
and then offer the independence
to explore quintessential
mountain towns like Canmore,
Kananaskis and Sunshine Village
in the Rockies at their own pace.
Rocky Mountaineer is
encouraging agents to consider
pairing an Alaska cruise with
a self-drive package for clients
interested in exploring Western
Canada in both luxury and on
their own.

Complete TRACKS to become a
Rocky Mountaineer Specialist today!
REGISTER NOW
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